Improv Trees
Designed by Kayley Rose
Improvsational Trees

by Jean Wells

Kayley is a master at creating a forest of one of a kind trees out of holiday fabric. All of them use the same technique but what makes them unique is the triangle shape and the stacking of triangle shapes. You can make them as small or large as you like. Or make individual ones as gift enclosures for the holiday season. Have fun!

Always have fabrics facing right side up, and only cut through a single thickness of fabric at a time!

1. Free-cut a triangle shape, allowing 1/4” seam allowance on all sides.

2. Cut a background strip at least 1” taller than the point of the triangle. Lay the triangle on the background strip and, using the left edge of the triangle as a guide, cut along the edge, continuing through the background.

3. Place the background on the tree, right sides together, and stitch, using a 1/4” seam allowance. Press seam allowance toward the tree.

4. Place tree on the background strip and use the right hand edge of the tree as a guide. Cut through strip.

5. Follow step 3 to complete. Press.

6. Refer to the photo for more tree ideas.